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Abstract
The pre-Khuff clastic reservoirs in Saudi Arabia are among the main gas resources in the Kingdom. The best/target prolific gas intervals are
characterized from core studies as clean quartz with very low clay content and excellent reservoir quality. Yet, unexpectedly, despite the
apparently high rock quality, water saturations—calculated from log data—over these intervals can be high. Special core analysis
measurements, particularly mercury injection capillary pressure (MICP) and particle size analysis, show that the primary controlling factor on
saturation is the variability in particle size, which results in a bimodal pore size distribution in these clean quartz rocks. The work presented
here extends this core-based analysis of bimodality to improve its log-based characterization using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) data.
Preliminary results show that NMR T2 cutoff values are reasonably consistent between core samples having different rock qualities. Multiple
echo-spacing experiments demonstrate that the internal magnetic field gradient is very low compared to the static magnetic field gradients of
most available wireline NMR logging tools. This corroborated by integrated microscopy and quantitative mineralogy measurements that
suggest small amounts of paramagnetic minerals. The absence of internal gradient is beneficial to the stability and constancy of downhole fluid
diffusivity measurements. The resemblance between the NMR T2 distributions and the pore-throat size distributions obtained from capillary
pressure curves suggests that NMR measurements can recognize micro- and the macro-pores. Also, this work concludes that modified
parameters are required accurately to estimate permeability from NMR data in the considered formation.
The rocks studied in some cases showed dramatic differences between T2 distributions (pore size distributions) and MICP (pore throat
distributions); independent rock quality parameters extracted from the two measurements show good correlation. This correlation proves that
both parameters capture the general behavior of the rock and are insensitive to the details of either of the two distributions.
The pre-Khuff clastic reservoirs in Saudi Arabia are one of the main gas resources in the Kingdom. The best/target prolific gas intervals are
characterized from core studies as clean quartz with very low clay content and excellent reservoir quality. Yet, unexpectedly, despite the
apparent high rock quality, water saturations — calculated from log data — over these intervals can be high. Special Core Analysis
measurements, particularly mercury injection capillary pressure (MICP) and particle size analysis, show that the primary saturation controlling

factor is the variability in particle size, which gives these clean quartz rocks a bimodality in pore size distribution. The work presented here
extends this core based analysis of bimodality to improve its log based characterization using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) data.

